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! SOF Attributes
! Leadership
! Team Work
! The Ajax Dilemma
! Levels of War
! Leadership Decision Making
! The Value of Planning
! Planning Practical Application (Session 2)

Why Is a SOF Veteran Here?
SOF Truths
!
!
!
!
!

Humans are more important than hardware
Quality is better than quantity
Special Operations Forces (SOF) cannot be massed produced
Competent SOF cannot be created after emergencies occur
Most Special Operations require non SOF assistance

!

Assessed and Selected
Maturity
Problem Solving skills
Initiative

!
!

Mental Flexibility to adapt/thrive in ambiguous environments
Ability to work well in a team environment

!

Similarities within your Firms/Personnel?

!
!
!

Critical Thinking
Perseverance

What’s the difference?
Military speciﬁc?

•Relevance to you?
•What about poor leadership?

Business speciﬁc?

Leadership Traits and Principles
(USMC)
!

14 Leadership Traits

!

11 Leadership Principles

!

Judgment

!

!

Justice

Know yourself and seek selfimprovement.

!

Dependability

!

Be technically and tactically proﬁcient.

!

Initiative

!

!

Decisiveness

Develop a sense of responsibility among
your subordinates.

!

Tact

!

Make sound and timely decisions.

!

Integrity

!

Set the example.

!

Enthusiasm

!

Know your Marines and look out for their
welfare.

!

Bearing

!

Keep your Marines informed.

!

Unselﬁshness

!

!

Courage

Seek responsibility and take
responsibility for your actions.

!

Knowledge

!

!

Loyalty

Ensure assigned tasks are understood,
supervised, and accomplished.

!

Endurance

!

Train your Marines as a team.

!

Employ your command in accordance
with its capabilities

Team Work

•How do you train or develop good teammates?
•Role of the Leader in a team
•Importance of communication skills
•How does physical or mental fatigue aﬀect a team – Demanding Schedule /Life
events/etc. ?
• What would you anticipate fatigue does to team dynamics?

Human Potential Maximized
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

SOF Speciﬁc
Technical/Subject Matter Experts
Assessed & Selected the best and brightest
Multiple Lines of Eﬀort
Decentralized Planning
Either Centralized or Decentralized Execution
The leader is always responsible
" What (eﬀects) are we trying to achieve
" Not “how to” achieve them
" Inspect what you expect

The Ajax Dilemma: Justice, Fairness,
and Rewards
! Agamemnon – Commander of the Greek Army
! Ajax – Loyal, Skillful Warrior
! Odysseus – Strategist / questionable motives /

loyalties / well spoken & articulate
! Achilles – premier Greek warrior / defeated
Hector

! Whom should the king give Achilles’ armor?
! Diﬀerence between Fairness & Justice?
! How does Leadership factor into a decision?

Levels of War
Strategic Level of War – is concerned with the art and science of employing
national power
Operational Level of War – is concerned with the planning and conduct of
campaigns. It is at this level that military strategy is implemented by assigning
missions, tasks and resources to tactical operations
Tactical Level of War – is concerned with the planning and conduct of battle and is
characterized by the application of concentrated force and oﬀensive action to gain
objectives
•How does this tie into Leadership?
•Applicability to Corporate America
•Do you know your ﬁrm’s Long Term Vision?
• Is your decision making process aligned with your ﬁrm's Vision?
•Are junior members (subordinates) empowered?
•Is human potential being maximized?

The Boyd Cycle

Col John Boyd believed that a ﬁghter pilot could greatly improve his success rate
In aerial combat, even if in an inferior aircraft, by mentally out cycling your opponent.
Trained human reaction time of ﬁghter pilots to increase probability of success

SAMK
! Decision making methodology used by unit

leaders in ground combat operations.

! Observe, Assess, Decide, Communicate, Re-

assess

! Tactical (Procedural) level decision making
" Occurring now and ongoing

Planning
Why should all organizations conduct planning (Long, Mid, and Near term)?
Planning is the art and science of envisioning a desired future and laying out eﬀective ways of bringing it about.
Planning encompasses two basic functions—envisioning a desired future and arranging a conﬁguration of potential actions in time and
space that will allow us to realize that future. Planning is thus a way of ﬁguring out how to move from the current state to a more
desirable future state….
Marine Corps Doctrinal Publication (MCDP) 5, Planning

!

Proactive (shape the future) vs. Reactive (react to future events)

!

Method for anticipating future requirements and adapting to them in advance

!

Help guide the allocation of resources

!

Generates expectations

!

Supports initiative

!

Shapes/develops thinking, problem solving, and collaboration within an
organization

!

Develop MOE/MOP

Planning and Leadership
! Fundamental Aspect of leadership
How the leader sees his organization (Vision)
" Understands what he is trying to achieve (Goals)
" Enables timely, sound decision making (what, not how)
" Foundation for providing Intent
"

! Collaboration / Whole Team (single battle) Concept
Shared understanding
" Diﬀerence between existing and desired conditions
" Identiﬁes ways to solve the problem OR unify eﬀorts
"

Planning = Communication
! Organizational Mission Statement
! Commander’s Intent
" Purpose (Why)
" Method (How)
" End State (Final Result Desired)

! WTF? We’re not in the military!

The Why?

• Holistic solutions for your customer
•Uniﬁes staﬀ/Firm action within your organization
•Creates organizational understanding of the way ahead
•This is how you maximize human potential / capacity / proﬁt / allocate
resources

Practical Application
! Focus on Problem Framing
! Organizational mission
! Organizational intent

What’s my Firm’s overall objective?
Organizational
Synergy?
Are we
postured for
tomorrow?
Am I
empowered?
(To do what?)

Resources
Available?
Is Proﬁt being
maximized?
Maximizing
the ability of
our ﬁrm to
support our
customers?
Is our Human
Potential being
maximized?

What am I suppose to Do?
! Can you deﬁne your environment in which you operate?
! What’s my problem / what am I trying to achieve?
"

Cmdr’s Initial guidance (I looked at your websites)

! Analyze Firm’s Tasks
"

Speciﬁed / Implied / Essential

! Is the Task List accurate, complete, supportable, resourced?
! Assumptions (Am I betting on something to/not to happen?)
! Limitations
1.
2.
3.
4.

Develop a proposed Mission Statement for your ﬁrm
Develop a proposed intent for your managing partners
Is your ﬁrm postured for tomorrow? How do you know?
What are your anticipated requirements for tomorrow?

Mission Statement
GORUCK Events, LLC develops and executes premier
challenge events that are designed to test
participants physically and mentally during
demanding ruck-oriented, team-building events.
During execution, SOF skills, leadership, rapport
development, and teamwork will be stressed through
the conduct of physical activities in order to build
team cohesiveness and collective/individual durability
amongst our participants.

Purpose
GORUCK develops physically demanding, ruckoriented “challenges” to develop community
familiarity in SOF-like training and selection-styled
events and most importantly, to demonstrate the
human spirit burns brightly when people are pushed
to their limits and beyond.

Method
Through the use of physically demanding events that incorporate unknown
distance movements, unknown challenges infused with planned and
unplanned weight-based tasks, and select SOF skills, challenge events will
create the opportunity for participants to push themselves physically and
mentally, while developing the skills necessary to succeed in everyday life.
Cadres will develop and implement events that adhere to distance and timebased guidelines established in enclosures (1) and (2) . During the execution
of the event, assigned cadres are expected to provide positive reinforcement,
mentorship, and safety oversight during all phases of the event. The eternal
pursuit of excellence will drive us to create events that challenge our
participants and provide them the opportunity to gain self-conﬁdence while
they gain familiarity with SOF. Cadres are expected to share personal lessons
and experiences that reinforce the tasks participants are expected to
demonstrate. GORUCK is not a selection-based event that leads to the
creation of future operators. This is a proﬁt-based company, and our ability to
grow the GORUCK family is dependent upon our ability to challenge our
participants and create the desire for them to return and complete events in
the future while also encouraging new participation through “word of mouth”
marketing.

End State

GORUCK is the premier challenge based event that
fosters personal growth through the execution of
physically and mentally demanding events where
teamwork and leadership principles are exercised.

